Through the aquind event, we can foresee an unstoppable future for the global grid. Electricity has increasingly become the source of the operation of human society. In this context, we envision an energy-depleted future where Portsmouth becomes the last human territory, a society that uses electricity as its currency - Portopia. People rely on power generation to survive, power generation to survive, earn money, and keep human society running. We have moved the device that circulates money in that time and space to the present, so that people can get a glimpse of the survival model in Portopia and think about the relationship between production tools, models and electricity in human society.
The story takes place in Orga, a world dominated by living organisms and in which different species live. After the third industrial revolution, the development of science and technology has brought great progress to the orga, but at the same time it has put great pressure on the environment. The survival of another species that coexists with the living world - humans - has become precarious. In 2022, the orga government plans to build a north-south pipeline in Portsmouth to help migratory birds migrate safely in the winter... And so the story unfolds...
This is an action game that generates electricity for the city! On this trip to Portsmouth, use your hands and feet to generate electricity for Portsmouth. Generating sustainable electricity will clear the map of power stations and take your trip even further! Existing energy sources such as coal and oil will affect the ecology, sea and land here. Contribute to Portsmouth in your own way!
“Boom! Crash! Hmm...” What happen ???

Try to use the tools to discover what secrets are hidden around the corners of Portsmouth. Our exhibition has three parts, the first part: you can use a hammer, a megaphone and a stethoscope to explore the information in the exhibition; the second part: after exploring all the information, you can open the back window to discover the secret of the exhibition; the third part: After visiting all the exhibitions, you can use the megaphone to express your emotions and thoughts about the exhibition. After you finish, you may have new ideas for renewable energy infrastructure.
The contradiction between sustainability and energy needs has stimulated the confrontation among Portsmouth residents, Aquind and the government. Although the existing communication media has ensured the basic information flow among stakeholders, a potential reason of "inadequate information transmission" has hindered them from reaching a consensus on this international and intergenerational issue. In Pillow Bomb, stakeholders came here to have a "talk" with each other, and strive to get information from the conversation. In order to achieve a win-win situation, they try their best to uncover the illusion and accurately understand the desires of each other. Let's talk!
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There is a remote country called pebble island. Recently, a well-known scientist brought a renewable energy project to the locals, which seems to be able to bring people many benefits. But on the day the project started, the scientist died in his office. In the game, players, playing the role of detectives, will go to pebble island to dig clues of suspects according to hints, complete the detective board and deduce the truth of the incident. Players are expected to have a more comprehensive understanding of renewable energy in the process of uncovering the truth, and have a more objective view of renewable energy projects that appear in real life in the future.